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About AURORA
Urban Air Mobility (UAM) has the potential to overcome challenges like
congestion and a lack of surface transport whilst saving infrastructure costs
and time. However, making it safe, secure, green, quiet and accepted is
challenging. The EU-funded AURORA project aims to connect technologies
and key actors to foster the adoption of UAM. AURORA works on the
development of artificially intelligent, urban autonomous flight solutions for
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and self-piloting passenger-carrying VTOL
(Vertical Take-Off and Landing) aircraft with flight path planning capability
using vision and radar environment perception sensors, including autonomous
selection of emergency landing sites and landing capability, interactable with
Very Low Level Air Traffic Management and Smart City elements, and utilising
GALILEO High Accuracy Service. The overall research and technological
development employ a digital twin paradigm, effectively combining the physical
world with its digital model for the purpose of safety-critical flight testing of
autonomous flight solutions for UAM operations.
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Representing key sectors:
Civil society representatives
Cities & city networks
Research & innovation
Higher-level authorities and UAM regulators
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The
Interviews
To enrich these discussions, we took

Methodology

a multi-disciplinary approach by
inviting stakeholders from different

With this first round of interviews, our

backgrounds and expertise to take

ambition was to dive deeper into the

part in the interviews.

potential of UAM based on the
discussions from the first stakeholder

This first set of AURORA interviews

workshop in September 2021. Moreover,

was planned between December 2021

we wished to further explore the

and February 2022. Due to the

opportunities and challenges of

COVID-19 pandemic, most interviews

introducing UAM services in European

were held virtually during 1-hour time-

cities and regions.

slots and in a semi-structured format.

As part of our stakeholder engagement

To respect the privacy of interview

activities, we conducted a first round of

participants, their identities will remain

interviews between December 2021 and

anonymous throughout this report.

February 2022. We interviewed eight
experts, with whom we explored key
UAM questions on integration, societal
challenges, environmental impact,
and safety and security.
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Main
Findings
Integration

Our stakeholders highlighted the
importance of the following:
UAM legislation and regulation
Integration and infrastructure in
cities
Demand, use-cases and societal
awareness
Safety and technology

Many questions arise with relation to the
integration of UAM services in our cities,

UAM is a complex service and

especially when considering the air- and

therefore requires a harmonisation of

ground space. For this reason, we were

the elements above. On the one hand,

interested in discussing the key

legislation will be crucial on a

opportunities, challenges and steps

European, national and local level,

needed for UAM’s introduction.

with regulation being a clear
showstopper for one stakeholder.

In general, there is still much scepticism
regarding the future of UAM, as there

Most stakeholders also agreed that

are many open questions and

UAM technology is rapidly evolving

challenges regarding the integration of

and will continue to change as needs

UAM services. For this reason, many

and regulations change. There are

stakeholders emphasised the concept of

certainly areas for technological

‘responsible’ in our discussions. For

improvement, but for many

UAM to have a long-lasting impact, it

stakeholders, a demand analysis

must be carefully integrated with all

should be performed to generate input

aspects of a city, so that it is both

on how the technology can fit in and

beneficial and sustainable in the long

fill in the gaps. However, safe and

run.

secure technologies are precursors for
UAM’s market readiness. In this
regard, a delicate balance is required
amongst all aspects related to UAM.
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Main
Findings

A first general hurdle towards

Societal Challenges

services. Very often, the technology is

acceptance, however, is the
awareness about UAM, its use-cases
and its benefits. Many cities are
simply unaware of these emerging
available but the viable business
cases are unknown. For this reason,

Societal embracement is a key factor for
the success of any emerging mobility
service. We therefore asked
stakeholders about the steps needed for
UAM's successful embracement as well

creating awareness, preparing cities
and sharing practices are critical first
steps for UAM’s embracement,
especially in cities where little is
already known about UAM.

as the related challenges.
Societal concerns must also be
Our stakeholders confirmed that society
is more willing to accept those usecases that work towards the greater
good. Use-cases related to emergency
services are more often accepted than
for example delivery services, which
only serve the needs of individuals.

addressed for citizens to more willingly
accept new UAM services. These
concerns are mainly related to noise,
visual pollution, and safety and
security. Our stakeholders were
sceptical about UAM’s impact on
noise and visual pollution and
emphasised the need to balance

For some stakeholders, the use of UAM

these factors.

in rural areas is more advantageous
than in cities, because it can provide
better access to remote locations.
Similarly, UAM has the potential to give
vulnerable persons more independence,
by providing them worry-free travel or
delivery options.
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An additional challenge to UAM
embracement is its inclusivity.
Vulnerable groups need to be
accounted for so that they can also
use and access these services,
whether physically or financially.

Main
Findings
Environment

Capacity planning of the U-space is
equally important to avoid visual

How UAM can affect the environment is

pollution and privacy issues. Though

critical to understanding its potential for

certain UAM use-cases are more

lasting impact. Our stakeholders shared

acceptable than others, stakeholders

their thoughts about UAM’s

emphasised that cities must be aware

environmental footprint.

about UAM services and use-cases.
This will allow them to make informed

The general attitude is that more

decisions on a legal level, that take

research is needed to be sure that

into account the preferences and

UAM is sustainable in the long run. It is

needs of their citizens. While strong

important to investigate the evolution

international U-space regulations are

and future impact of UAM. Keeping in

needed, municipalities should also

mind lessons learnt of other mobility

regulate UAM on the local level.

modes, like cars, it is critical that we
avoid a similar situation where a service

Furthermore, some stakeholders

is introduced, but must be removed

remarked on the need for investigating

once more due to its negative

UAM production. Like any other

environmental impact.

vehicle manufacturing process, UAM
vehicle production can be polluting. It

All stakeholders noted noise and visual

is therefore important to explore if

pollution as barriers to societal

UAM production does a better service

acceptance, with noise being the most

than car manufacturing for example,

critical. With UAM comes a new layer of

and if it is a viable and sustainable

acoustics to already loud cities.

replacement.
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Main
Findings

Our interviewees also advised that

Aviation Safety & Security

military actions, inclement weather,

UAM safety must improve for
operations to succeed. UAM vehicles
must safely handle unforeseen
circumstances like birds, unplanned
human behaviour and conflicts with
other flying vehicles. Proper research

Aviation safety and security consist of

on conflict mitigation is needed to

two overarching themes: regulation

resolve situations where two

and technology. We discussed these

operations occur at the same time.

elements with our stakeholders to better

Often times, it is unknown which

understand the requirements, critical

operation has more importance in

points and challenges of UAM

these situations.

operations.
Certification provides another
UAM introduces a new set of (urban)

challenge for UAM, because while it

security challenges, like the question of

should be on a different basis than

public space and the unknown of who

what exists today, it is still quite

has the competence to regulate where.

unknown. More research and

As such, stakeholders noted the

guidance is needed, perhaps starting

ongoing debates of how to use the

from existing aviation certifications as

airspace in cities and the accompanying

a basis. The unique technological

“legal empty space”. For this reason,

aspects of UAM, like artificial

more actors must be involved and a

intelligence, prove to be challenging.

clear division of competences must be

And here again, ground and air risks

defined among European, national and

should be accounted for. For other

local authorities.

stakeholders, each individual UAM
use-case can also potentially affect
certifications.
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Conclusion
" Whatever happens, it has to be in
a synergistic way "

UAM’s success will depend largely on its
integration in cities; regarding not only its
integration in the airspace, but also with its
ground counterparts and even within
society and legislation. Our stakeholders
emphasised that this integration must be
done carefully and responsibly in order
to implement successful and beneficial
UAM services. UAM services should be
seriously considered to avoid issues in the
future.
Likewise, citizens and (local) authorities
must see and understand UAM’s societal
benefits in order to embrace such new
services. It is clear that creating
awareness in cities, through sharing best
practices and knowledge, is an essential
step for UAM’s integration.
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This document is part of a project that has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under Grant
Agreement No. 101007134. This document reflects only the AURORA
Consortium’s view and the European Union is not responsible for any use that
may be made of the information it contains.
This document and its content are the property of the AURORA Consortium. All
rights relevant to this document are determined by the applicable laws. Access
to this document does not grant any right or license on the document or its
contents. This document or its contents are not to be used or treated in any
manner inconsistent with the rights or interests of the AURORA Consortium or
any of its Partners’ detriment and are not to be disclosed externally without prior
written consent from the AURORA Partners. Each AURORA Partner may use
this document in conformity with the AURORA Consortium Agreement
provisions.
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